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-ABSTRACT ThispaperanalyzesanMlxl,Mr2, ... ,Mnxn/GIS(NP) queueing model with 
finite common waiting room to evaluate the delay and overflow characteristics of a 
wideband ISDN which integrates voice, video and -data in ci packetized format. The 
a.pproach used here is based on the diffusion approximation technique. Numerical 
exa.mples are presented to confirm the accuracy of the approximation and to establish 
,ystem design guidelines. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Packet switching techniques can be easily adopted to handle source devices with various speeds 
-and to use transmission facilities efficiently. Therefore, packet switching is a promising _ 
switching technology for multi-media communications for voice, video and data in a wideband 
ISDN [1L [21. In such an environment, various types of packets are multiplexed and priority 
packet transmission techniques (non-preemptive priority rule is considered to be better for packet 
transmission because of control simplicity) are required to meet the various requirements for 
transmission quality, such as for delay and overflow. It is required to consider batch arrival 
models when messages or long-sized packets are segmented into several short-sized packets in the 
system[3J. Multi-server models [4J are also required because trunk lines may be added with packet 
traffic increase. 

The packet ·switching system (Figure 1) which satisfies the above requirements can be modeled by 
a multi-server non-preemptive priority queue with mixed batch Poisson inputs, a general service 
time, and a queue with finite common waiting room. This queueing model contains an MlGIS 
model that is known to be difficult to obtain the performance measures exactly. Therefore, 
approximations become important for the model. This paper analizes an 
Mlxl,M2x2, ... ,Mnxn/GIS(NP) queueingmodel with finite common waiting room using the diffusion 
approximation technique (5)-[71. A number of theoretical studies for a multi-server non-preemptive 
priority queue have been performed. Cobham(4) and Langenbach-Belz [9] analyzed an 
Ml,M2, ... ,MrJMJS(NP) model and an Ml,M2, ... ,MnlDlS(NP) model, respectively. Cosmetatos[10] 
provided an approximate solution to Ml,M2I'GIS(NP) model. However, even the first moment 
(mean) of the waiting time cannot be calculated easily using these results except for with a 
Ml,M2, ... ,MrJMJS(NP) model, and batch arrival has not been previously analyZed. Our queueing 
model covers these models as special cases and the performance measures are easy to calculate. 

2. ANALYSIS MODEL 

The analysis model under consideration is characterized by the following assumptions and is 
-denoted by M! x1,M2Xz, ••• ,MnXo IG IS (NP). 

i) There are n priority classes of packets. Packets belonging to class i (i = 1, ... ,n) arrive at a 
multi-server system which is composed of identical S servers and a queue with Z (:;e 00) common 

-waiting room. 
ii) Class i has a higher priority than classj G>i). The priority rule is non-preemptive (head-of

the-line). The service discipline is FIFO (First..In-~t-Out) within the same class of packets. 
_. .. 
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iii) Packets belonging to class i (i = l, ..• ,n) are devided into Xi cells (a cell is a packet component 
and may be a switching and transmission unit) in the system. Therefore, a packet arrival is 
considered as a batch (Xi cells) arrival. Interarrival times (A,) of batches are mutually 
independent. Ai (i = l, ..• ,n) are restricted to be exponentially distributed because the 
approximation technique in this paper uses the Poisson arrival property (PASTA)U31 except for 
the lowest priority class n. 
iv) Service time (H) of a cell is generally distributed and is identical for all classes. 

The m-th momen:t of a random variable, say x, will be denoted by x(m) =E(xm). We also use x =E(x) 
instead ofx(1):::;:E(xt ). Furthermore, the following symbols will be introduced for class i (i = l, ... ,n). 

Art: mean of the interarrival time Ai of batches . . 
n(i)= Pr(Xi =k): :probability that batCh size (the number of cells in a packet) Xi 

lsk . 
• 

'It (i)= L Pr (Xi =L) 
L-It 

gi, OXi2 : mean and variance of the batch size Xi 
Wib,Wi : mean waiting time for the first cell and an arbitrary cell in a packet (batch) 

respectively. 
h,oH 2 : mean and variance of the service time H of a cell 
Lq : mean number of cells in the queue 
Pi =liiihlS: traffic intensity 

n 

P = ~ Pi.: total traffic intensity 
i-I 

It is also assumed that all the above-mentioned random variables have finite first and second 
moments and p < 1 so that the system runs in steady-state equilibrium. 

3. ANALYSIS 

3.1 Mean cell waiting time approximation 

~ote that the unfinished work process (V) under th~ non-preemptive priority rule is exactly same . 
as that under the FIFO rule. The number of total class cells and overflow probability are also 
invariant between the non-pre~mptive priority and the FIFO rules. First, the n = 2 case with 
infinite common waiting room (Z = 00) is analyzed. The general n case is derived recusively using 
the results of the n=2 case and a conservation low [5], and the case with finite common waiting 
room is then considered in 3.3. 

Let Q(t) be the number of cells in the system under the FIFO rule and suppose that Q(t) be the 
diffusion process. Then, fix), the probability density function (p.d.f.) of Q(t) in the steady-state, 
satisfies the equation[5]J6JJ8JJll] 

i d~2 [a(x) ((x) 1- d~ [b(X) ((x) 1 = IIo R(x) • (1) 

where R(x)= i 11 [ I g~)6(X-k)l· 
j-l k-l 

Sex) denQtes Dirac's delta function. a(x) and b(x) are diffusion parameters. 
Let a(x) and b(x) be constant in Ik=(k-l,k] (k=1,2, ... ). Then, for XfIk, 

D 0 2 

a(x)=ak = L Ai (g~+O~)+Min {It,S} : ' 
1-1 h 

D . Min{k,S} 
b(x)=blt = L A'&i- h . 

'-I 
Do denotes the probability mass at the origin and satisfies the equation 

[ i 11 1 Do= i dd [a(x) ftx)l-bClt) fb) [ . 
J-l X K-O 
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The conservation ofprobability leads to the condition 

fio+ ClbldX =1. 

Moreover, the following boundary condi tions are derived. 
Um f{x) = 0, and 
z-+O 

Um «x) =0. 
z-

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

The number of total cells in the system 011: (k = 1,2, ... ) is supposed and can be obtained by Eqs. (1)
(7) as follows: 

~ = lim f{x)=no qll: (k= 1,2, ... ) , (8) 
z-II: 

(9) 

where qo =0, 

(bll: * 0) 

n 

2 {L \ gk (i)} 
i=1 

n S 

LA. {g. - L g (i)} 
CD q exp {2b I a } . Ilk 

-- ~ s It k 1=1 11:=1 
qS+l= L Qk=1-exp{2b/a}- b 

· 1I:=S+1 k k • 

The mean number of cells in the queue is given by 

Lq=~ (k-S) nk. 
II:=S (l0) 

The mean unfinished work E(V) in the system is obtained by 

E(V) = [mean unfinished work in the queue] + [mean residual life of the cells 
being served] 

n E(H2) 

=LQX h +8 X L Pj -h-' 
j=1 2 

(ll) 

With the Poisson arrival property (PASTA[131), the mean waiting time for the first cell and an 
arbitrary cell in a class 1 packet are approximated as follows[51J7]. 

E(H; 

(l2) 

S-1 [ CD h} CD [E(W~ CD h} 
E(w1)= L nil: L b~1?(n+k-8) x S + L nil: CD 1 + L b~l)(n-l)X S ' (13) 

11:-0 n-S-II:+l II:-S "'" D-l 
L nll:(o) 
II:=S 

where bn(i) is the probability that a cell is the n-th cell in class i packet and is given by 
- (i) 

(.) gn b 1 = __ 
D E(X.) 

1 

Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (13) yields 
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CD 

1 [ ~I ~ _ (L+k-S)(L+k-S+I) ~ I 
+ L.. llk L.. Pr(XI - L) x . (14) 

2(I-PI) k=O L=S-k+1 2 gl S 

With a conservation low(12], the mean waiting time for class 2 is given by 

2 E(H; 
E(V)..;.. ~ Ajgj -2- -SPIE(w t ) 

E(w.) = J= I (15) 
SP2 

Moreover, E(w'lb) can be derived in the same way as Eq. (12) [11]. 

CD E«2)_ g h I 
E(w~=E(wt- L llk X 2 2 X-X--

k=S 2g2 SI-PI 

S-1 ~ (L+k-S)(L+k-S+l) h I (16) L llk L.. Pr(X2=L) x - x --. 
k=O L=S-k+l 2g2 S (I-Pt) 

3.2 Mean packet transmission delay approximation 

The mean packet transmission delay is defined as the time to complete the transmission of all 
cells in a packet and can be derived in nearly the same way as Eqs. (14) and (IS). 

ECD,)= Si'ilk! i Pr(X, =L) (L+k-S) x ~ I + i ilk! ~(W~ + i Pr(X,=L) (L-1lX ~ I 
k=D L=S-k+l k=S ~ L=l 

L.. llk 
k=S 

CD h I 
+ I llk(g2- I )X-X--+h. 

k=S SI-PI 
(18) 

3.3 Overflow approximation 
Let the capacity Z of a waiting room be finite in this section and approximates the overflow 
probability with ilk (k = 1,2, ... ) which can be calculated by Eqs.(8} and (9) with the assumption 
that the capacity of a waiting room is infinite. Moreover, this paper considers the Partial Batch 
Acceptance Strategy (PBAS) [3] in which the remaining cells in the packet are rejected when the 
batch fills idle servers or the waiting room. The overflow probability of a class i cell can be 
approximated by the equation 

z+s CD 
_ ~ ~ m+k-(Z-rS) (i) 

PBi - L.. llk L. gm • 
keD m-(Z+S)-k+l gi 

(19) 

4. NU:MERICALEXAMPLES 

(1) Numerical examples are presented to confirm the accuracy of the approximation. Table 1 
compares the approximation of the mean cell waiting time, according to this paper, with the exact 
result. Table 2 compares the approximation of the mean packet transmission delay with 
simulation results. Table 3 compares the approximation of the overflow probability versus 
maximum number of buffers with simulation results. From the above examples, the accuracy of 
the proposed approximation for cell and packet transmission delay seems to be good enough for 
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practical use, especially when the system is heavily loaded. As for overflow probability, some 
techniques are required to increse the accuracy of approximation. 

(2) Moreover, the following design guidelines can be derived from numerical examples in Figures 
2-4. 

i) A multi-server system can smooth the effects of batch arrival, and decrease the difference in 
the mean cell waiting time between a higher-priority packet and a lower-priority packet (Figure 

_ 2). In this case, it may be required to transmit the cell simultaneously on all S trunk lines 
because cells in the same packet or packets in the same class will not be always distributed to the 
same trunk line. 

ii) Priority transmission on a cell basis is better than that on a packet basis (packets arrived in 
the system are not devided into cells). (Figure 3). 

iii)Only the cell length, among the sytem parameters of a lower priority class, effects the 
transmission delay of a higher priority class (Figure 4). 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper has modeled a wideband ISDN which integrates voice, video and data in a packetized 
format as an Mlxl,M2x2, ... ,MnXn/G/S(NP) queueingmodel with finite common waiting room. This 
model is a generalization of models considered in references [4],[5],[6],[9]and [10].- This paper 
analized this model with the diffusion approximation technique. The main results of the paper 
are as follows. 

(1) New formulas for approximating performance measures (such as the delay and overflow 
probability) of the Mlxl,M2x2, ... ,Mnxn/G/S(NP) model with finite common waiting room were 
derived based on the diffusion approximation technique. 

(2) Several system design guidelines for a wideband ISDN which integrates voice, video and 
data in a packetized format were established by the evaluating traffic characteristics of the 
proposed queueing model. 
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Fig.1 Packet multiplexing model in multi-media packet switching system 

Table 1 Mean cell waiting time in Ml,M2fMllO(NP) system 
(AI =A2) 

E(Wl) E(W2) 
p 

Exact Approx. Exact Approx. 

0.3 1.36X10-' 2.0BX10-' 1.95XlO-' 1.22 X 10-4 

0.4 1.10X10- 3 1.31X10-3 1.B4X10-3 1.6lX10-3 

0.5 4.B1XlO-3 5.16X10- 3 9.63X10- 3 9.03X10- 3 

0.6 1.45X1O- 2 1.4BX10- 2 3_62X10-2 3.3BX10-2 

0.7 3.4lX10· 2 3.43X10- 2 1.14XIO-1 1.04XIO-1 

O.B 6.B2XIO· 2 6.8IXIO- 2 3_4IXIO-1 3.10XIO-1 

0.9 1.22XlO-l 1.21XI0-1 1.22 1.13 

0.95 1.57XI0- 1 1.57X10- 1 3.15 3.01 
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Table 2 Mean packet transmission delay in Ml Xl,M2X2/D/10(NP) 
system (Xl = 2, X2 = 2, h = 1, Al = A2) 

p 

0.3 

0.5 

0.7 

0.9 

E(Dt> E(D2) 

Approx. Simulation* Approx. Simulation· 

1.00 1.00±2.15X10·3 1.00 1.00±2.16X10·' 

1.00 1.02 ± 5.80 X 10·' 1.04 1.04 ± 1.12 X 10· 3 

1.04 1.07±1.0X10·' 1.25 1.19±8.47X10·3 

1.16 .1.17±3.32XI0· 3 2.30 2.39±9.06XI0· 2 

·mean l: ~o'fo conllC ence Interval 

Table 3 Overflow probability versus maximum number of . 
buffers in MtX1,M2X2/D/5(NP) system 

(Xl =5, X2=5, h=l, Al =A2, p=0.8) 

Z Approx Simulation· 

5 0.14 0.19 ± 0.0057 

10 0.084 0.10±0.026 

15 0.051 0.046±0.O13 

20 0.031 0.039±0.01 

·mean±95% confidence interval 
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